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Abstract. Finite-difference algorithm for solving convection-diffusion eq
uation with ~mall coefficient at Laplace operator is developed. It is based on 
equivalent partial differential equation approach. Both linear and nonlinear 
equations are considered and appropriate finite-difference schemes are proposed. 
Some analysis of their properties is conducted. The computational efficiency of 
this algorithm is 'studied using various test problems. Some results on numerical 
simulation of capillary isotachophoresis is presented. 
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1. Introduction. The phenomenon of electrophoresis (when 
charged. particles are transported under the impact of electric field) 
has long been used in practice. Many substances, when dissolved 
in water, dissociate, i.e., decompose into ions or accept/donate pro
tons. Neutral molecules as well as large formations (colloidal par
ticles, cells) become charged and get into directed motion under 
the impact of electric field. The velocity of the steady motion V is 
proportional to the intensity of electric field, E. the proportionality 
factor is called the mobility 'Y. i.e., 

(1) 

The latter depends on the particle charge and geOmetry, the viscos
ity of the outer medium and some other factors. It is an individual 
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.ch.racteristic of a substance. Different mobilities for difterent sub
stan~ is. hi fact underlying the electrophoretic separation of many 

. biologiealobjects . 

. ' 'there are several te«hniques for electrophoretic: separation of 
biomij(tures (Deyl, 1979)~ Let us mention t:woof them. Suppose 
that sample has low concentration compared to that of buffer solu
tion which it is placed in. Moving with different velocities under the 
electric field impact, the sample species will spatially separate from 
each other. The starting 'position of the sample, called the zone, will 
divide into several zones, containing individual substances. This is 
the main idea of so called zone electrophoresis (ZE) technique. In 
the other technique electrolytes are organized in separation column 
in a special manner. Sample species are placed between the leader, 
an electrolyte which has the ion with the highest mobility, and ter
minator, which has the ion with the lowest one. After applying 
the electric field, this system gets into motion. The sample species 
separate forming up the train behind the leader in decreasing order 
of mobility. When the separation process is finished all species are 
moving with the fame velocity, set by the leader. That is why the 
technique is callE{d isotachophoresis (ITP). 

Currently t~ere are several mathematical models of electrophore
sis (Babskii et al:, 1989; Bier et al., 1983; Saville et aJ., 1986; Mosher 
et ~ .• 1989; Rober~s et aJ., 1989). All of them are based on the mass 
conservation law, written for each sample component and buffer 
solution, the charge conservation law, the assumptions on electric 
neutrality and local chemical equilibrium. Systems of equations, 
obtained in these models are rather similar, however they have 
been solved only for the simplest 1-D cases. In. particular Zhukov 
(1984) obtained an analytical solution describing the dynamics of 
mixture separation by isotachophoresis. He considered both weak 
and strong electrolytes and neglected diffusiol;l transport. The ef
fect of different initial conditions upon the resulting separation in 
the system of four electrolytes was numerically analyzed in the ap
proximation of strong electrolytes (Fidler et al., 1985). A behavior 
of the boundary between electrolytes and its stability in the ITP 
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• method were studied by (Mosh.~'" al. 1985), while the mecha.
nisms affecting on the separation quality in ZE w.e .. e considered by 
(Roberts et al • .,1989). 

The above math~maticahnodels mayQe impleinented in instal
lations with separation ~h~mbersof diffi!rentgec;,metries. Bow~ver 
last time tile capillary electrophQresis, whenseparatiqn occu'rs in 
a. thin capillary, has been·.of particul~ i'nterest; Further' we··~hall 
consider exaetly this ki~q. of electr .. h~s. , . 

In this pa~r a number Ci)fnutne~ca.t ~&?rithms are considered 
. ~ satisfy some s~cific requj.reDJ~~t~~" aii~i~:g: in capillary ITP sim

ulation. To $()lve .the tra.ns~ equatid.lJ; Yiith a small coefficient 
at the seCond. derivative a fiJlite:-diff~nce. scheme with artificial 
dispersic>~ w~ developed: Unlike Fid,fe'r~t al. (1985) we do not 
assume that all electrolytes are fully dis~i&ted. 

2. Mathe~tical model of electrophoresis. We consider 
a thin capillary filled up with aqueous solution of n monovalent 
acids and one monovalent base. The last one is a counterion. We 
assume that c,"pillary is thermally stabilized and that the liquid is in 
mechanical equilibrium. Then the problem is reduced to 1-D case 
where concentrations of individual compon~nts will be determined 
.by chemical reactions in the system, electrophoretic migration and 
diffusion. The dissociation-association reactions of tbe acids, base 
and water have schemes: 

HAi ~ Ai + H+, (i = l, ... ,n), 

. -" H20 - H+ +OH-, 
(2) 

wlte.reHAi,B-neutral acid."nd base molecules. Ai ,H+ B,.Il+,OH
-acid, base, hydrogen and hydroxyl ions respectively. Slnce the 
rate of chemical reactions is much higher compared to ~e .. trans
pOit, .o,rocesses (electrophQretic migration,·dUfusiQn), .1L~ use 
the local chemical equilibrium hypothesis. it impliee thai:~hemical 
equilibrium exists a.t, every point in sp~ and time. llence -it is 
con~nient to use-analytical coneentrationsdi • .{I(+l', sJ*:ifiEdas 
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, " [H+ B] , [H+] 
" Go, = W+ B] + [BJ, ao = 00' = Ko + [H+]' 

'where [ I-molar concentration, Ki,a,(i = 0, ... ,n),-equilibrium 
constant for i-th reaction and dissociation degree for the i .. th elec
trolyt-e resp~tively. In this case there is no more need to consider 
the"chemical reactions. Fin~lly, adopting the electric neutrality hy
potne~is we may write a system of dimensionless equations for ITP 
(Zhukov, 1984): 

(ioi 8 { , " ;" '} 1 820; 
8t + 8z Zi·ai·'Yi·o;·E = Se;' 8z2' i = O, ... ,n , (4) 

.. ~ { 1," 8(Zi' Qi' 0,) 2 } 1 8[H+] 
J ='L." - _. +Zi·a'·'Yi·o;·E - _.-

,=0 SCi 8z ,~ SCn+l lJz 

+ -S 1 . 8[~H-] +hn+l' [H+] + 'Y"+2' [O~-]}. E~ 
Cn+2 z , .' , 

(5) 

fI E %i' ai' 0; -[OH-] + [H+] = 0, 
.=0 

(6) 

, j*·L·e ." 
Se; T It T'" F' t = 0,1, ... , n + 2 . (7) 

I B' '0 "'Y' . 

Here zi,D,,'Yi (i 1= O, ... ,n + 2),-charge, diffusion coefficient and 
ion mobility peri unit charge; E-the intensity of electric field; F 
and kB - are Fara.d~y and Boltzmann constan~ respectively; j ~ the 
electric current density; T-temperaturej t-timej e-the charge of 
electron. Spatial coordinate z is measured along capillary. To ob
tain the dimensionless equations the following formulas are used: 
Cii = 0·'4; (i ::: O,l, ... ,n), i' = L·z, ~i = 'Y··'Yi(i = 0,1, ... , 
ri+'2); l=j*'j, t=(F.L.o*/j*).t, E=j*.(F.o*~'Y·)-l.E,where 
'0· , L, j* ,'1~ - are the concentration, length, current density andmo
bility.scales (dimension Variables are marked with a wave). Sub
scriptsi:: 1,2, ... , n correspond to acids, i = OTto base, i = (n +.: 1) 
and i = (n+2) denote hydrogen and hydroxyl ions. We also assume 
the Einstein relation for the diffusion coefficients'to be valid: 

. ' 

(8) 
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Equations (4) describe the transport of individual components, the 
relation (5) represents the continuity equation. for electric current, 
and the relation (6) is based -on the assumption of the electric neu
trality of the medium. The latter, is used for calculating theooD
centration of h>,drogen ion (.H+]. In this case we assume that the 
current density j == jet) is given, and the hydroxyl ion concentration 
m~ be determined using the water ionic product: 

. K2 

. [OH-] = [H:]' (9) 

where K; = 10-14 mo12 ·L-2. 
The system (4)-(6),includes (n + 3) equations where (4) are 

quasilinear partial d~fferentitl equations, while (5) and (6) are lin
ear and, nonlinear algebraic equa.tions respectively. Taking into 
acco.unt (3) and (9) the set (4)-(6) contains (n+3) unknown vari
ables: (Ji(i = 0, ... , n), E, [H+]. We assume that the initial concen
tration profiles along capillary are known for all components, and 
the current density is fixed. We alsO suppose that capilla.ry is long 
enough and the' concentrations of leader and terminator' are sup
ported constant at its corresponding ends. Now one can believe 
that the problem is quite definite. 

The dimensionless Schmidt number SCi describes the relation 
between the electrophoretic transport and diffusion. For real con
ditions SCi ~ 103 + 104, while th~ coefficient at Laplace operator in 
(4) has.the order of 10-3 +10-4• Hence, the contribution of diffusion 
is rather small and it may be ignored in the first approximation, as 
Zhukov (1984) did. The aim of this study is to estimate the diffu-

. sion eft'ect on the dynamics of separation ,process and the width of 
transition region between two electrolytes. 

3. Numerical algorithm. It is well known that solving the 
convection-diffusion equations with a small parameter at the second 
derivative, sueh as equation (4), we meet some difficulties. Using 
cOnventional finite-d~ference schemes (FDS) one may obtain the 
solution of satisfied accuracy only on the difference grids with spa
tial steps h.~ liN .... I/Sf (where N is the number of grid points 
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in one spatial dimension). For large Sc it results in considerable 
computational expenses. In this section we describe FDS with.arti

·ticial d~Persion. It was developed using differential approximation 
mcth~a! (Shokin et al., 1985), which is also known as equivalent 
partial differential equation analysis. This FDS allows to fulfill 
c:pmputations with larger 'steps and hence to reduce computational 
time. Earlier this method was applied to develop the FDS with a,r

$eial dispersion for Euler equations (Muhin et al., 1981) and for 
the linear convection-diffusion equation (Mazhorova et al., 1986). 

8.1. Linear problem. Let us outline the FDS with artificial 
dispersion for convection-diffusion equation with constant trans
port velocity u. We consider Cauchy problem for 1-D equation 

IJC IJC lJ2c 
7ft +U' 8z = D· 8z2' (10) 

where u = I,D« I-the dimensionless coefficient; -00 < z < +00, 
t > 0, C(z,O) = Co(z). The uniform space and time finite difference 
grid with constant steps h and T is introduced. We also apply some 
standard notatio~s:; 

(11) 

Using these abbreviations we write down the simplest FDS for equa
, tion-(IO), where the'conveetive term is approximated by upwind C; 
(12) and central Co (13) differences: 

:I: 

(12) 

(13) 

F:QS . wi.th upwind' difference h~ considerable diRs~ pative proPer
ties'resuUing from theptesence of addition-a! scheme diffusion of 
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spurious nature. Its value may be,~t!ipat~ by deriving the differ
ential approximation (DA) for'(l~l.~it~,:tbe $econd order &CCura.ey~ 
omitting the terms ofthe ord~r,'f!)(()t~~,+ r2): ' 

(14) 

Here D.el& : t· U· h + (tr -l):l~~k:tl, A,part of scheme diffusion may be 
eliminated by settingtr .:t(fM~'her we shall consider only FDS 
with f!: i)· ThE?n D.el&: l'''~4; ~d in fact (12) approximates the 
~uation (10) but with qi'~~ic>ncoefficient iJ: D+ D.eh. This may 
lea.d to considerable 108s,0£ aCcuracy for small D a.nd large h. An 
influence of scheme dift'usioJl.Dula will be insignificant if h < 2· DIu, 
but for small D it will require very fine grids, that results in the 
increase of computation~. • 

Deriving the DA for the FDS (13) with D(h3 + rS) order of 
accuracy and assuming iT = t we Olay convince that the scheme 
diffusion is absent. However the dispersion term with the third 
order derivative of the solution appears 

8C 8C 82C lJ3c - + U· - - D· - + u·Q· - = 0 £it 8% 8z2 8%3' 
, (15) 

where Q : ~. (h2 + t· r2. u2). Equation (1Q) is the linearized Korte
weg-de Vries-Burgers equation. Spurious oscillations arising in so-' 
lution within the regions of sharp gradients, when the FDS (13) is 
used, ar~ caused by the presence of scheme dispersion u· Q·lJ3C 18%3 
(see for example Ma.zhorova et al. (1986). To reduce its negative 
influence on solution we introduce an antidispersion term into FDS 
(term approximating u·Q·(J3CI8z3 with opposite sign). Thel'f!fore 
consider the following FDS: 

Ci + U, ~O.5) - D· ~~.5) - u· Q. [ •. ~:~ + (1 - .). C~:~] = O. (16) 
~ , I 

Here 
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The parameter " determiQes the form of the third derivative ap
proximation. When" = 0 it is upwind third difference, when" = 0.5 
it is central third difference. Writing the scheme (16) we use the 
extended 100point computational stencil, but it is also pOssible to 
write the FDS with artificial dispersion ·on conventional 6-point 
stencil. For this purpose, we may transform the dispersion term 
fJ·Q·()3C/lJz3 using the eq. (10) and omitting the higher order 
terms: 

. 
aac 

-Q. lJz21Jt' 

Then the FDS with artificial dispersion looks like 

Ct + fJ· d.G.5) ~ D. ~~.5) + Q. Cz• t = O. 
1# 

(17) 

Let us compare the properties of FDSs (12), (13), (16) and 
(11) for the test problem with the following initial conditions: 

Co(z) = [~ at z ~O 

atz>O' 

for which the anf~i~ solution of (10) is given by th~ formula 

(18) 

C( ) 1 {Jii' 11:* -Z'd·} 1 1 rf [z -".i] (19) . z,i = vIff ~- 0 e z =2-2' e 2';D.t· 

We shall use it to estimate the accuracy of numerical solutions. 
-The computational results obtained by FDSs (12), (13), (11) 

and. (16) with " = 0 and • = 0.5 respectively are shown in 
Fig .. 1-5. The solid lines represent the calculated profiles of con
centration while the dashed lines correspond to analytical sohltion 
(19). The profiles are plotted for t = 0.05, t = 0.4, t = 2.0 with 
u = 1, h = 10-2, T = 5.10-3, D = 2.10-4 and (1.= 0.5. 

The FDSs with artificial dispersion (16)-{11) give the oppor
tunity, on one hand, to avoid strong spreading of concentration 
shock (like in FDS (12) with upwind differences) and, on the other 
hand, to reduce spurious oscillations of solution within the region 
of sharp gradients (typical for (13». Oscill~th,ns initially arising 
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Fig. 5. Concentration profiles : analytical solution - - - - - .. ; 

computed solution obtained using FDS (16) with 
_=0.5 __ _ 

in solution obtained by FDSs (16)-,(17) damp rather quickly .. the 
number and the amplitude of these oscillations in soiutiQI} (1.6) d(!
pend on vaJue of the parameter _ : with the decrea.se·~.~ft~m 
0.5 to 0 their number is reduced and at Ii = 0 only t"fQf'.:t~· 
retain. One "negative" peak (i.e., with nega.tive C v'H"l~t~s/ilt 
front of concentration jump and another "positi~~~~J~' ~f{id./ 
it (Fig. 4). 

This difference between the solutionsobtain~;'by,,F.~l~;~<'(lJ 
and (16) with _= 0 and _ = 0.5 may be explaiJl!d f?,,(:q#~~fing 
DA of these schemes with truncation error 0(h3 i ~) .' 

{JC . {JC . {J2C .. lJ4C 
7ft + U· {Jz - D· 7fZi + 8,- (J.z4 ~ 0" 

whereR=R(17)=1·[Dt' ~D.r2.u2]. fqrscheme(17) 

and R = R(16) = U· Q. [(1-~.).h + r· U· 0-] ..... 1; 

(20) 

x [r2.u2.D+ ~ + ~+ va~t'] for scheme (6). 
Forth derivative ·term R·{J4C /8z4 is avaible in DA of both schemes. 
Coefficient R depends on spatial and time grid steps::(hand r) at 
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fixed u and D. It also depend.sonweight parameters. and (f in FOS 
(16). When R > 0 this term produces the dissipative, smoot hing 
effect on solution, while for R~>O its effect is opposite. Thf' absolute 
value of coefficient R deterrtiln,es the magnitude of effect. 

All these statements~r.eproved by results displayed in 
Fig. 1-5. It's easy to convince that R,,16) and R,,17) corresponding 
to FDS (16) with. = 0 (Fig. 4) and FOS (17) (Fig. 3) are positive. 
Taking into account that T = h/2 they a,re equal to 

In both FDSs the term with the forth derivative produces the 
smoothing effect which is more considerable for (16) since 

However the increase of dissipative term together with suppressing 
of oscillations leads to the loss of accuracy, which .is particularly 
notiCeable by t = 2.0. By this time the solution obtained by (17) is 

-'doser to the e~aitone than the solution- obtained by (16) . 
•. , . . I 

. When. = Of> the forth derivative term produces negative effect 
on solution (Fi~. 5), because in this case R(l6) = -7· D· h2/48_ The 
amplitude of oscillations increases and they spread over larger area 
(compare with Fig. 3 since 1R,,17)1 ~ 1R,,16)(. = 0.5)1). Thus compa.r
ing three FOSs with artificial dispersion we may suggest that FOS 
(16)' with. = 0 suppresses the oscillations better than the other 
two . 

.. -It's easy to show that adding the antidispersion term to FOS 
(16) with. = 0 we change the coefficients in the system of linear 
equations so that it improves the diagonal domination in matrix of 
coefficients. Hence this term improves the computational stability, 
what is very important. On the contrary additional term in (17) 
reduces the stability. Some methodical calculations for different D 
and h values show that the scheme (16) with. = 0 is sufficiently 
accurate and it doesn't yield oscillations ifD/h2 ~ 1, unlike the 
FOS (17), which gives oscillating solutions. 
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We have attempted to estimate the computational efficiency of 
FDS (16) comparing it with oscillation free FDS (12), on the basis 
of test problem described earlier. We assumed that computational 
efficiency was determined first of aU' by computer time expenses 
required for a,chie\'ing the prescribed accuracy. For criterion the 
following parameter e(N) == m!'-X IC. - ciN), (a-the analytical scr , , 
lution (19) and CjN)-the numerical solution, obtained using FDS 
(N» was taken. Here subscript i below max function means that 
maximum value 'was searched for all grid points. The solution CPS), 
displayed in Fig. 4, and e(lS) were chosen as a reference. Solving 
(10) with FDS (12) at different h an.d T flteps we had ,to obtain the 
identical error value e(lS) for rDS (12) solution. Making a series of 
computations with finer and finer grids we've found that e(16) and 
e{l2) were approximately equal for hoth solutions at h = 2~5·10-4, 
i.e., 40 times smaller than for (16). Simultaneously for computa
tions to be stable we had to decrease the time step T. As result we've 
obtained total saving of time as much as 420 to 1. This advantage 
increases with the decrease of coefficient D. 

3.2. Nonlinear problem. Now consider the case when trans
port velocity depends on the substance concentration u = u(C). For 
the equation 

ac + a(v'C) = D. 82C 
at 8x 8x2 

we write down the FDS 

C + (u.-(o.S) _ ll'T(0.5) )/h - D. C(o.S) 
f tr i+l/2 ·Y'-1/2 - #:~, 

(21) 

. (22) 

where W(0.5) = u. 0<0.5) - is convective flUX,Wi~iS)2 = 1/2· (Wi~15) + 
wlO.5»). As before we shall assume that the dimensionless coeffi~ient 
D « 1. In FDS (22) the velocity u will refer to the previous time 
layer so that a resulting system of equations would be linear. The 
DA of (22) derived on uniform space and time grid with the order 
of accuracy O(h3 +~) has form: 
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Referring to this DA we develop the FDS with artificial di$~rsion, 
but only some terms are ~cluded in consideration with thela.st 
two being omitted. Like fo~ the linear equation we study two FDSs 
(24) ano(25) with artificial dispersion, analogous to (16) and (17) 
respectively: 

where 

C + (W(U) - W(U) )/h D C(o.S) + A+ B + C - 0 t i+1/2 ;-1/2 _. d " - , 

h2 . 

A = 76',[.' (u· C<"»z~z + (1--.)· (u· q~~)], 

B = f· fuz· c}.,)]~, 

C = ~;~h' [Ui+1/2' [u·C,lz - Ui_1/2[U.Ct]~], 
h2 

A* = 6·Cz~t. 

(24) 

(25) 

Schemes (24) and (25) were compared by Ermakov et a1. (1990) 
ij.sing the test problem, when the velocity function was typical for 
ZE "model: 

. " Uo 
u = , (oc = ronst, Uo = ronst). (26) 

1 +oc·C 

The initial concentration profile C ha.d the form of rectangular 
pulse. It was shown that in this case the"FDS (25) had insufficient 
dissipation. Nonlinearity of eqij.ation (21) leads to situation When 
even the initially smooth concentration profile, becoming steeper 
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. and steeper, reaches the so called gradient catastrophe in a finite 
time l . From this moment the solution obtained by the FDS (25) 
demonstrates spurious oscillations behind the concentration drop, 
which are much similar to those shown in Fig. 3 for t = 0.05. The 
FDS (24) with x::: 0 does not yield in fact any oscillations, and the 
solution, like in linear case, contains only two small peaks in grid 

. points j~st ahead and behind the shock. Therefore, for solving non
linear problems the FDS (24) is more preferable. Here and further 
referring to FDS (24) we shall assume this FDS with parameter 
Jf = O. 

The FDS (24) was generalized by Ermakov et a1. (1990) also 
for the case with two spatial-dimensions. 

3.3. The test problem: isotachophoresis (strong elec
trolytes). In this section we analyze the computational efficiency 
of FDS (24) compared to upwind FDS (27) 

(27) 

like we do it in Sec. 3.1 for FDSs (16) and (12). However for this 
purpose we consider more ~omplicated problem on ITP separation 
of two component sample using strong electrolytes' approximation. 
This approximation implies that the following simplifications in 
ITP mathematical model (Sec. 2) are adopted: 

- (i) the electrolytes are fully dissociat~d; . 
- (U) the contribution of hydrogen and hydroxyl ions to the 

total electric current in capillary (5) and the neutrality con
dition (6) is neglected; 

'- (iii) the counterion concentration is equal to 40 = L: ai·· 
i 

With these assumptions the problem is reduced to solving equa-
tions (4) for acids together with reduced relation for the current 
density (5). . 

1 In this case the derivative of solution does not reach infinite values because 

the coefficient at the second derivative is not equal to zero, but the derivative 

is sufficiently great so that the characteristic drop of solution takes place on the 

space interval smaller than grid step h. 
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. We assume that n = 4, i.e., the system consists of 5 com
ponents: the terminator, two sample species, the leader and the 
·counterion. At the initial moment the concentration distribution 
is as follows: te~lIlinator electrolyte is composed of terminator-ion 
01 = 1/3 and counterion 00 = 1/3; mixture includes two sample 
species 0, = 1/5, 03 = 2/15 and counterion aD = 0~2; the leader 
electrolyte is composed of lea.der-ion 04 = 0.2 and counterion aD = 
0.2. Initial concentration profiles along the capillary is schemati
cally shown in Fig. 6. The ions' relative mobilities of are equal to 
1'0= 1.87: 1'1 = 1.00,1" = 1.047, 1'3 = 1.97, 1'4 = 5.3i, while Schmidt 
numbers are SCo = 4.81·10', SCl = 9.01·10', Sc, = 8.54.102, SC3 = 
4.52·10", Sc4 = 1.69·10' respectively; We assume that the capillar~ 
length equals 2cm, while its diameter is d :::O.08cm. The system is 
maintained at the temperature T = 291 K, and the current density 
is constant .and equal to i= 497 AIm'. The sample volume is 2 
microliter, that corresponds to 1/10 of the capillary length. 

leader. 
I I 

( 
1 

Jfixture 

.1 
1 
I Uill-I .. 

m; -.' 4 

fmll-ata 
IlliI 2 3 

C,1 - - - 10 

Fig. 6. Initial concentration profiles along capillary. 

For solving the problem by means of FDSs (27) and (24) the 
uniform space and time difference grid was used. A system of 
linear equations with three or five diagonal··~atrix was solved for 
each time layer. _ .. ' 

Fig. 7a, b display the concentration profiles at t = 0.125, ob-
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Fig. T. Concentration profiles by t = 0.125: (a) using FDS (24); 
(b) using FDS (27). 

tained using the FnSs (24) and (27) respectively. The designation 
of the substances is the same as in Fig. 6, the outlined fragments 
are zoomed. Though in both cases the computations were made 
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with h = 5.10-.3 and r = 5.10-4 , however the solutions are quite 
different. In Fig. 7a it can be observed that sample species are 
separated and there are only small regions where concentration 
profiles overlap. We may prove that this result is close to. an ex
act solutionhy fulfilling computations on finer grids with the use 
of both schemes. The solutions will actually be the same as in 
F~.~ '. 

The computations with the scheme (27) give a different result: 
the slower component gets mixed up with the terminator, and the 
complete separation is not' occurred. This is explained by the ex
istence of considerable numerical diffusion. In order to obtain the 
solution which was as accurate as that shown in Fig. 7a, we used 
the space grid with h = 5.10-4• The computing ~ime for FDS (24) 
when h = 5.10-3 starting from t = 0.0 up to t = 0.1 was equal to 
86 sec., while the FDS (27) required 420 sec., i.e., about five times 
more. In the last case the time step was taken as large as possi
ble to keep the computations stable. Moreover using a finer grid 
requires additional computer memory which is often limited. So 
we may conclude . .that the FDS (24) turns out to be more effective 
than (27) for sol\l'ing the problems of given class, thetefore we shall 
use it further in hur simulation. 

I 

i 

, 4. Simulation results. Now let's consider the results of sim-
ulation of the capillary ITP for the problem described in Sec. 3.3, 
but unlike that case we do not imply any simplifications. A math
ematical model of the process is given in Sec. 2. All parameters, 
boundary and initial conditions are quite similar to those in Sec. 3.3 
with the only exception: the concentrations of the sample species 
will be put equal to: ao = 1, a2 = 1/6, a3 = 2/15. Since the'dissocia
tion degrees 0:. are not equal to unity now, we give the equilibrium 
constants 1(0 = 3.49.10-8,[(1 = 5.28.10-8, [(2 = 6~96·1O-8, K3 = 
~.52.1O-i, J{4 = 3.33.107. The hydrogen and hydroxyl mobilities are: 
')'5 = 24.36 and ')'6 = 13.76; the corresponding dimensionless Schmidt 
numbers: SC5 = 36.9, SC6 = 65.36. Now the system of eau~tions 
(4)·- (6) is completely definite. Equations (4) are approximated us
ing FDS (24)~assuming that wlO.5) = Zi'O:i'')'i' E.a~c.;;) is mass flux 
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.,of i-th species, where E and ai values are taken from the previous 
time step. This results in a system of linear equations ,which are 
solved for each time step using conveIitional Gauss routine. Equa
tion (6) together with (3) and (9) may be written as nonlinear 
algebraic equation with reSpect to hydrogen concentrati9n [9+] : 
. . .'." . 

/«(H+]) = %0'00' H+] +E zi'~j'Ki +[11+]- [K:]2. _1_ = O. (28) 
, Ko + [H+ i=l' Ki ·+;lH+] .. 0, [H+] .. 

This equation may be'~lved by using the Newton iterationproce
dure. The func'tion /([H+]) is. ~~notone, r([H+]) > o and . 
./"([11+]) < 0 for [H+] > o. (From the physical point of view we 
would be interested' only in sOlutions which are greater than zero) . 

. Hence, if we take the start vallle [Ht:] so that IHt] < [Ht], where 
[Ht] is the root of eq. (28), the iteration process would monoton
ically converge to [Htl. We can alwaysobta,in such [Hetl believing 
[Het] = 10-1' (where p = 1,2, ... - are natural numbers). and increas
ing p until/([H+]) becomes less than zero. 

The solution process was fulfilled in the following sequence: 
by taking the known distribution 0i from the previous time step 
we calculated the distribution [H+]; then the electric field intensity 
E was calculated using (5), and finally equations (4) were solved 
for each component. This sequence was repeated in the next time 
step. The calculations were fulfilled using grid with h = 2· 10-3 and 
T = 10-4 • 

Capillary ITP simulation resllJts are presented in Fig. 8-10. 
Evolution of concentration profiles for .three time moments is shown 
in Fig. 8a-c (the initial distributi9n is similar' to that in Fig~ 6. 
except for concentration values fC)r sample species). Fig. Sa, b 
correspond to separation process, while Fig. 8c displays the final 
stage, when the sample species separate into so-called '''clear'' zones. 
The boundaries between the individual components are sufficiently' 
sharp, their diffusion distortion is small. The analysis of the re
sults obtained and their comparison with the diffusionless ~odel 
(Zhukov, 1984) de~onstrates good agreement •. For example, com
paring the electrolyte concentrations at the final stage, the length 
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Fig. 8. Evolution of concentration profiles during ITP separa
tion. 

of individual zones as well as the time of complete separation, we 
obtained that in all caseS deviations in data do not e>...:.eed l'per
cent. Both models give very similarresults concerning the dynam-
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Fig. 9. Equivalent velocity Q = Ui' T /h profiles along capillary. 
Components: i=l, ------ i=2, .-.-.-.-
i = 3, ...... i = 4. 

ics of separation. It is proved by the identity of time moments at 
which the rear front of each sample species crosses the point of so
called steady shock (x = 1.6cm, Fig. 8c y. The existence of steady 
concentration shocks was predicted by Zhukov (1984) in his diffu
sionless 'model, and, as we've convinced, the diffusion didn't change 
t~e situation considerably. All this facts on one hand demonstrate 
the small influence of diffusion on the transport of sample, while, 
on the other hand they prove the high accuracy of the devel~ped 
algorithm. 

Fig. 9 shows the profiles of dimensionless net velocity for 
every component multiplied by time/space grid steps ratio, i.e., 
q = Ui·T/h1. This product is the Courant number. The st,ability of 
an explicit numerical algorithms for hyperbolic equation is usually 

1 We assume Ui=O whenever the concentratioDlli i.less than 10-a. 
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estimated by a limiting value of the Courant numBer. We took 
r/h = 0.05, and tlhe time step may seem to be very small. However 

I , 

it is not so, since the dimensionless velocity Ui is much more than 
unity and q :::::: 1. Numerical experiments with different r/h ratio 
showed that computations remained stable until q ~ 2. The maxi
mum Ui values were observed near the bQundaries between solution 
components, where' they underwent the shocks. Simultaneously 
the...velocities were constant in the regions with steady concentra
tion and their values were equal to Kohlrausch migration velocity 
at the final stage of the process. The identical migration yelocity 
for the species with different mobilities is achieved due to varia
tion of electric field intensity along capillary.· In the regions with 
slower components the field intensity is greater, while the conduc
tivity is lower. The conductivity profile together with hydrogen ion 
[H+] distribution along capillary byt = 0.11 is plotted in Fig.'lO. 
Though the relative hydrogen concentration is subjected to con-
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"siderable variations along the capillary, its absolute value remains 
small, compared to those for other components. Hence, the 'hy
drogen ions make insignificant contribution to the total current (5) 

. and electric neutrality relation (6). So a behavior of a system will 
be much sinlilar the case of strong electrolyte (Sec. 3.3.). The situ
ation,however, may change if the initial distribution of electrolyte 
is different, for example, if concentration of the counterion is lower 
than that of the leader. 

5. Conclusions. In this paper the results of computer sim
ulation on capillary ITP . separation are presented. The efficient 
numerical algorithm based on the FDS with artificial dispersion 
has been developed. It enables to solve the convection-diffusion 
equations with small coefficien"t at the second derivative, using dif
ference grids with relatively small number of nodes. In this case 
for a; prescribed accuracy the computation time may be reduced, 
what has been confirmed by test computations. Based on given ap
proach 1-D numerical code was developed for numerical simulation 
of capillary ITP. One of the main results of this study concerns the 
estimation of diffusion effect on the sample boundary spreading. 
This code may be also applied to investigation of another capillary 
electrophoresis technique - zone electrophoresis; 
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